Project Choices

(Upload project links, videos, or pictures as soon as you finish so feedback can be provided but no later than September 7th.)

**Sell It!**
Your job is to promote your novel so that others will be persuaded to read it. To do this you will create a persuasive and eye-catching visual that would appear in a bookstore or on a website (poster or technology*). It must include persuasive phrases, quotes, and pictures/graphics.
**Writing portion:** When you submit your project, post a brief summary of your book. **Tip:** Research persuasive techniques in the media.

**I’ve Been Framed**
Create “framed” portraits of the main characters from your novel. In the background of each portrait include important setting elements that relate to the character. **Writing portion:** When you submit your project, post a brief summary of your book. **Tip:** Search for images of portraits

**Create a Comic**
Turn an important scene or chapter into a comic book, complete with comic-style illustrations. Must include a minimum of eight frames using dialogue bubbles, thinking bubbles, color, and narrative. **Writing portion:** When you submit your project, post a brief summary of your book. **Tip:** Research comic book techniques

**Script It**
Imagine YOU are the author of the book you have just read. Suddenly your book becomes a best seller and Paramount Pictures wants to make it into a movie. They ask you to create a movie theatre poster or movie trailer* to promote your movie. **Writing Portion:** Turn a chapter or part of the novel into a script and post it. **Tip:** Research script-writing techniques, search images of movie poster or view movie trailers

**Picture Says a Thousand Words**
Create a new cover for your book by hand-drawing a poster or using technology*. **Writing portion:** Explain your reasoning for the new design and post. **Tip:** Search images of book covers.